WORDS FROM THE

WIZARD
HEY OTTAWA!! THANKS FOR VISITING WITH
THE WIZARDS OF TARG - we’ve been working hard

AN INVADER YOU
CAN FINALLY
CRUSH WITH EASE

to bring you an exciting calendar of fun, food, delicious
beers and games for November!! Check out our listings in the
PEROGRAM or on the calendar on the back page of this zine tons of awesome shows on deck including some wicked METAL, an 80’s DANCE PARTY,
a two day SURF N TURF FEST, legendary PUNK, INDIE, POP, community fund raisers,
SKA NITE plus a ton of EXPERIMENTAL action - a little something for everyone!! We
appreciate your support and would not exist without you, thanks for believing in us!!
Tons of great games on location at the moment and rumours of new/classic titles on
the way - stoked! We are here to serve you - let’s have some fun!!
- YOGI

ERLICH BACHMAN IS A
PINBALL NUT???

Stand up comedian & HBO sitcom
Silicon Valley actor T.J. Miller stopped
by TARG for some arcade action
after his performance at the NAC &
stumbled upon a fun 80’s Dance Party
w Dj Remi Royale. He’s a fan of the
silver ball but didn’t quite have the
skills to defeat any TARG Wizards..

OLDE B.A. JOHNSTON’S FINEST
MALT LIQUOR

HOLIDAY OFFICE PARTIES THAT DON’T SUCK
Company Holiday get togethers can be awkward & dreaded but we think that scenario
is impossible if you & and your co-workers are surrounded by 17 pinball machines, 25
classic arcade machine and stuffing your faces with delicious handmade perogies &
libations. Let your boss or office manager know that TARG still has a few dates open in
Dec/Jan to book private parties ideal for groups of 40-180 peeps. You said you were a
team player on your resume, now is your chance to prove it.
Visit www.houseoftarg.com/xmas to get the worlds greatest office party started.
*House of TARG is not responsible for certain work colleagues that may insist on making the party a bummer

Cascader Invader
is now available at
TARG. It’s a very tasty
America IPA brewed
with local WET HOPS
by one of our newest
brewing partners,
Perth Brewing Co.
Classic Arcade fans
will dig the rad label.

45TH ANNIVERSARY OF PONG

Pictured above is the original
prototype of PONG from Andy Capp’s
bar in Sunnyvale CA. Video games in
a bar? Great idea. Folks liked it and
Atari oﬃcially announced it Nov. 29,
1972. PONG is generally considered
to be the first commercially successful
arcade video game machine.

Sawdust City Brewing Company teamed
up with the legendary B.A. Johnston to
create an 8%AVB brew that can really
take you where you wanna go. We will
have these cans on ice & ready for
consumption for B.A.’s show at TARG
Sat Nov 25. Your chance to see if B.A.
actually started working out (the beer
label appears to suggest so?!?).

Dear Tommer: I’m not too
crazy about the latest flicks!
Every movie seems to be just
a third-rate remake of some
crappy third-rate piece of shit.
C.H.I.P.S.??? Gimme a break!
That crap wasn’t any good the
FIRST time around! What the
hell is Hollywood thinking?
Has Hollywood run out of ideas?
Where’s it gonna end, Tom?
Signed – NoStars
DEAR NOSTARS: I agree with you.
Hollywood is churning out absolute
crap. But the problem is not that
they are scraping the bottom of the
barrel… the problem is they’re not
digging DEEP enough! Instead of
just remaking The Dukes of Hazzard
with slightly bigger car jumps and
slightly tighter “Daisy Dukes”, they
need to REALLY run out of ideas!
For example, imagine the hype
for something like “Star Trek: The
Wrath Of Gilligan”. Here’s the set
up: Kirk and Spock get accidentally
‘beamed down’ to Gilligan’s Island
(hilarious!) and Gilligan and the

Skipper accidentally get beamed back
up to the Enterprise in their place!
Now the Skipper and Gilligan have to
take over running the Enterprise as
they go to battle against… wait for it…
The Plant of the Apes! OH MY GOD…
THIS IS AMAZING! Of course, in the
meantime, there’s a romantic subplot with Kirk and Ginger and Spock
and Mary Anne. Can you imagine?
Talk about popcorn sales! Hollywood
should stop cranking our shit like “Ant
Man VS Godzilla” and start listening to
morons like me. It’s time they started
making some REAL entertainment, for
christsakes! Give ‘em hell, NoStars!

Dear Slo’ Tom: My dad says
there’s nothing like a White
Russian. I say, you can’t beat
a Black Russian! I told my pop
that if anyone knows a thing or
two about tossing random alcohol
down the hatch it’s my old buddy
Slo’ Tom. You’ve got to settle
our dispute! Who do you think is
right, Tom? Signed - Father&Son
DEAR FATHER&SON: Boy, this is a
tough one! As most people know,
the only difference between a Black
Russian and a White Russian is the
cream (or milk). So if you’re a vegan or
if you’re turned off or weirded out by
the thought of that cow / udder / nipple
milking business, you’d better stick to
Black Russians. But if you’re like me,
and as far as you’re concerned that
cow / udder / nipple milking thing is
just dandy… well, bottoms up! Hope
this help, Father&Son

DJ VAL HALLA - Specializing in
(guaranteed) heavy jams, also a
Targ Wizard and vinyl dealer at
Vertigo Records.
DJ GARY VOICEMAIL - Actually
built the House of Targ DJ booth.
Need I say more? Ok his record
collection rules.
DJ DAVEY - Davey dog knows
what arcade wizards need; Crass,
Daft Punk, and everything else in
between.
DJ LEWDAWG - The co-creator of
Denim & Leather. The Heaviest
and Denimest Sunday Ottawa has
to oﬀer.
DJ REMI ROYALE - Never will
you hear Zamfir, James
Last, and Slayer sound so
appropriate together.
DJ CHRIS INTERNATIONAL
- A total pro. Brings his
own needles because his
jams are fire.

DJ B-RAD (BOXXCUTTER) - A decade
ago we used to DJ punk together, now
it’s actually mostly weird disco... and
punk.
DJ COOL CAL - An absolute pro and an
arcade master. Check him out at the
new OZ Kafe!
DJ ROBERT K. - A #1 Toughen Up!
regular and also a friendly face at the
Record Centre; prime spot to buy wax
in Ottawa.
DJ JESSE GERMS - Tattooing is his day
job, but guest DJing at Targ is his
secret passion.
DJ JAS NASTY - One of Ottawa most
prolific wax spinners. Always a
rager when Jas is on the decks.
DJ SKA JEFF - The most
positive dude in the punk
scene. Once broke my
needle and paid for it. NO
COMPLAINTS.

SAT NOV 18 - ***CLOSED FOR A PRIVATE
EVENT AT 7PM*** Arcade is open from 11am to
7pm.

A GUIDE TO ALL THE CONCERTS TAKING PLACE AT
HOUSE OF TARG THIS NOVEMBER.
THUR NOV 9 - House of TARG and Whitewater
Brewing present: THE GREAT SABATINI w/sg
YAUJTA + PYRRHON + BLACK OAK DECLINE Totally
bananas gig! For fans of: FULL OF HELL, HARMS
WAY, THE BODY, and for those who like their metal
sludgy and grimy and with a healthy dose of
HC ***EARLY START/EARLY FINISH!!***
FRI NOV 10 - House of TARG and Beau’s All
Natural present: SURF N’ TURF: NITE 1 featuring
THE HUARACHES + THE REVERB SYNDICATE + THE
OBSIDIANS. Ottawa’s only Surf, Instro, and Garage
fest returns to TARG for their 2017 edition!!! This
first nite showcases instrumental surf ***SURF
NITE***

WED NOV 15 - House of TARG, The Ottawa
Sound Concert Promotions present: A TOPOS
MEXICO BENEFIT w/sg LESSONS IN CRIME +
REBEL RELOAD + BATAVIA + JOSHUA SALT +
JANELLE ROSE On September 19th a magnitude
7.1 earthquake hit Lourdes,Mexico. The aftershock
rocked Mexico City. 358 people were killed and
hundreds of buildings were destroyed. Funds from
this show will be going towards TOPOS MEXICO,
a nonprofit volunteer rescue brigade trained to
deal with disasters such as this. This show is
ranging the gamut from Singer-Songwriter to
Melodic Hardcore, so there’s a little something
for everybody!!! Please come to support if you
are able! Doors@8pm ***EARLY START/EARLY
FINISH!!***

SAT NOV 11 - House of TARG and Ashton
Brewing present: SURF N’ TURF: NITE 2 featuring
SAINT CLARE + THE INQUISITORS + THEE
DEADBEATNIKS. Nite 2 of the fest focuses on
60’s inspired Garage Rock. Favs from past years
combined with new blood guaranteed to make you
dance ***TURF NITE***
SUN NOV 12 - House of TARG and Collective
Arts Brewing present: TOUGHEN UP! w/DJ KJMaxx Every Sunday night DJ KJMAXX & Guests, spinning
100% vinyl arcade jamz. Sleaze rock, Punk, Metal
& retro electronic tunes to provide the soundtrack
to your highscore pursuits. All pins & vids are
set to FREEPLAY mode from 9pm-2am for your
unlimited arcade pleasure.
***FREEPLAY***

TUES NOV 14 - House of TARG and Spectrasonic
present: ROCOCODE + POTENTIAL RED +
GREATHUNTER). An evening of Synth Pop and
Post-Punk featuring Vancouver’s own Rococode
bringing you infectious synth hooks all nite long.
Doors@8pm ***EARLY START/EARLY FINISH!!***

THUR NOV 16 - House of TARG & Whitewater
Brewing present: INCREDIBLE WOMAN w/sg
SLOW DAWN + SOFT LIFE This’ll be a Thursday
for the bizarro books. INCREDIBLE WOMAN are
making the trip down from Newfoundland and
are bringing their own brand of gloomy and
squealy Post Punk/Noise Rock. Coming along for
the ride are locals SLOW DAWN and SOFT LIFE
to lull us into a psychy trance before embarking
on the trippy train. Lets get weird. Doors@8pm
***EARLY START/EARLY FINISH***

FRI NOV 17 - House of TARG, Spectrasonic &
Beau’s All Natural present: THE FULLBLAST w/sg
JON CREEDEN & THE FLYING HELLFISH + POSITIVE
CHARGE. Oakville’s THE FULLBLAST has reformed
to release their first new music in over 10 years.
Assembled in 2000, they spent six years writing
brain-bendingly complex Melodic Punk and
touring alongside peers like RISE AGAINST and
ALEXISONFIRE. Naturally this all culminates in
their arrival upon the TARG STAGE with devoted
locals JON CREEDEN and POSITIVE CHARGE, don’t
miss it! ***POP PUNK***

SUN NOV 19 - House of TARG & Collective
Arts Brewing present: TOUGHEN UP FREE-PLAY
SUNDAY w/DJ KJMaxx. 9pm-2am unlimited
arcade action for just $5. ***FREEPLAY***
WED NOV 22 - House of TARG, Pandamonium
Productions and PBR present: THE FLY DOWNS
(EP Release) w/sg COOL KIDS NOT YOU +
GALAPAGOS + GOAT! Local Punk Rawk showcase
featuring THE FLY DOWNS who are taking the
occasion to release their debut EP, “Pockets
Out”. Doors@8pm ***EARLY START/EARLY
FINISH!!***

THUR NOV 23 - House of TARG and
Whitewater Brewing present: LOST AT SEA w/
sg JAD + BOOK OF 4. Lost At Sea are a four
piece rock and roll band from the small town
of Russell, ON. Formed in 2010 and have since
recorded a five song EP. Doors@8pm ***EARLY
START/EARLY FINISH!!***

SAT NOV 25 - House of TARG and Ashton
Brewing present: B.A. JOHNSTON w/sg
THUNDERKOK + LEE REED + NECK. B.A is one of
our favourite performers & we are glad to have
him back in his natural habitat... the arcade.
What better way to celebrate Grey Cup Eve
than getting serenaded by CFL super fan B.A.
JOHNSTON in the bathroom. ***COMEDY PUNK
PARTY***

SUN NOV 26 - House of TARG & Collective
Arts Brewing present: TOUGHEN UP FREE-PLAY
SUNDAY w/DJ KJMaxx. 9pm-2am unlimited
arcade action for just $5. ***FREEPLAY***
WED NOV 29 - House of TARG and
Pandamonium Productions present: SKYBOUND
w/sg FATHOM SOUND + THE FAR NEW +
NEBRASKA + LESSONS IN CRIME. Huge mixed
bill!!! All locals ranging from HARD RAWK to
SHOEGAZE, come see some up & coming local
talent and get some perogs in ya ($1 off on
Wednesdays, and that’s nuthin’ to stick yer nose
up at) Doors@8pm ***EARLY START/EARLY
FINISH!!***

THUR NOV 30 - House of TARG and Whitewater
Brewing present: THE HOLY GASP w/sg RIISHI VON
REX + MOVER & THE SHAKERS. We are excited
to have these cats back. THE HOLY GASP is a
damn-the-man beatnik revival conga revolution,
a boxcar and a jug of wine, a groove, daddy, and
the farthest thing from a king sized bust. Often
likened to punk rock versions of TOM WAITS and
FRANK ZAPPA, The Holy Gasp make music for fans
of theatrical, off-centred, darkly comical, genre
defying entertainment. Doors@8pm ***EARLY
START/EARLY FINISH!!***

FRI DEC 1 - House of TARG, Beau’s All Natural
present: 80’s DANCE PARTY w/DJ REMI ROYALE +
RAPTURE (Blondie Tribute) + THE UNDERGROUND
(80’s New Wave Tribute) Everyone’s invited!!!
Catch live renditions of your fave Blondie,
Duran Duran, Billy Idol, U2, InXs tunes then
at 11:30 Dance the night away to 80’s tunes
brought to you by our very own wizard and DJ REMI
ROYALE!!! ***DANCE PARTY ONLY $5***
SAT DEC 2 - House of TARG and Ashton Brewing
present: SWITCHED ON SYNTHS: POP EDITION w/sg
FEVERS + DOUCE ANGOISSE + HONEY BEARD + KI
(Internationally acclaimed & prolific producer Paul
Anthony). Excited to welcome back FEVERS one of
Ottawa’s most terrific bands - catch them in this
rare intimate setting. ***SYNTH NITE***
THUR DEC 7 - House of TARG and Whitewater
Brewing present: BLOODSHOT BILL w/sg CASA
LEGARTO + CHRIS LANDRY A rare performance by
the legendary one man show that’s got it all - fans
of psychobilly and garage/blues will certainly not
forget this evening - gold! Doors@8pm ***EARLY
START/EARLY FINISH!!***

SAT DEC 9 - House of TARG and Ashton Brewing
present: THE CREEPS w/sg WASTED POTENTIAL (LP
Release Show) + THE NEW CALLING Wowzers! Local
Pop Punk favs, The Creeps, are returning with two
heavy hitters in tow. Wasted Potential are trekking
down from London for their LP release along with
EXCELLENT new locals THE NEW CALLING whose
new demo is easily one of the best new Ottawa
releases at the moment. Get to this gig!!!
***HIGHLY RECCOMENDED***

THE LAST STARFIGHTER
SUN NOV 26

1984 | PG | UNITED STATES OF AMERICA | NICK
CASTLE | ENGLISH | 101 MINUTES

Video game expert Alex Rogan finds
himself transported to another planet
after conquering The Last Starfighter
video game only to find out it was just a
test. He was recruited to join the team of
best starfighters to defend their world
from the attack.
n 1984, the arcade was king. We were still in an Atari
world for home gaming, just before Nintendo and
Sega helped to eventually pretty much wipe out the
coin-op industry. Many a kid spent their spare time
packed into arcades depleting their allowance in the
form of quarters.

I

Hollywood likes things that make money, took notice, and
were doing their best to figure out how to make a movie that would

appeal to the video game playing masses. Tron did well at the box office
in 1982, War Games did even better in 1983. On the heels of the Star Wars
Trilogy wrapping up, came the inspiration from writer Jonathan Beteul
(My Science Project) and director Nick Castle (writer of Escape From
New York) to merge the space opera with the video game players dream.
What if playing Asteroids or Galaga was actually a secret test? And, if you
achieve high score domination on your favourite coinop, you can get whisked off to fly
an X-Wing-esque ship and help
save the galaxy? Pure 1980’s
fantastical sci-fi movie gold!
Catch a rare screening of The Last
Starfighter at the Mayfair Theatre,
presented by House of Targ, on
Sunday NOVEMBER 26TH!

ABOUT THE MAYFAIR
KIDS CLUB
Kids can get a membership for just
$10, and then join us once a month
at a special FREE movie event. Plus,
cartoon surprises on screen before
the feature presentation, and prizes
at every event! If that’s not enough,
kids also get a FREE small popcorn
and drink on their first Kids Club visit!
*Grown-up’s are welcome too, at
normal admission prices of $6 members,
$7 seniors, $10 non-members.
MAYFAIR THEATRE - 1074 Bank St.
www. mayfairtheatre.ca

the way. I tend to go at it with
whatever will make the band/
artist most comfortable cause
that’s when they perform best.
WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO CREATE
THIS STUDIO?
The studio was built from equal
parts of necessity and passion. I
needed a way to record my own
music and was growing a huge
passion for the production side of
things,I started buying equipment
and learned how to use it, then
went to audio school and learned
how to use it properly and grew
the business from then on.

D

ARKSIDE PRODUCTIONS IS A PRO AUDIO RECORDING STUDIO LOCATED
IN THE HEART OF GATINEAU. YOU MIGHT RECOGNIZE THE OWNER/
HEAD ENGINEER MIKE RAYMOND FROM HOUSE OF TARG WHERE HE
CAN BE FOUND MIXING BANDS DURING THE WEEK, KEEPING THE PEACE
AS A SECURITY WIZARD ON WEEKENDS OR EVEN PLAYING WITH HIS HARD
HITTING BANDS BLACK OAK DECLINE/QUIET CRIMES ON THE TARG STAGE.
WE LOVE HAVING MIKE AROUND SO OFTEN BECAUSE HE IS ONE EASY-GOING
DUDE BUT WHEN HE IS NOT AT TARG HE IS HARD AT WORK MAKING HIS
AMAZING “NOISY KITCHEN HOT SAUCE” & PURSUING HIS TRUE PASSION…
RECORDING BANDS.

WHO HAS RECORDED THERE?
Catriona Sturton, Steamers, Tongue
Eating Louse, Fuck the Facts,
Equalizer, The Bigmuﬀs, Elly May,
Lost at Sea, Viscera’s Recital, Etc..
IS THERE A PARTICULAR GENRE YOU
SPECIALIZE IN?
I have worked on a folk album at
the same time as a technical death
metal album so I’d say most genres
work well in this studio, although I am

WHAT IS YOUR PRIZED PIECE OF
STUDIO GEAR?
I find it hard to pick one piece of
gear to single out, some stuﬀ is
new and shiny, some stuﬀ is very
old yet very awesome. From the
snare drum collection to the old
guitar amps to the few dozens
of microphones to the high end
recording gear there is just no
way for me to choose. I love it all.

So I know Halloween JUST came to a close so I
imagine most of you are sick to death (absolutely
no pun intended) of things even bordering the
edge of the spooky spectrum. However, this new
release by Philly’s resident dungeon dwellers
DEVIL MASTER is just too rad to not give a
mention in these hallowed pages, halloween
connotations or not.
Apologies for those not familiar with this band
who are totally lost to the references I’m making
at the moment, but if you listen to the first 30
seconds of this tape you’ll get the gist. It begins
with a bewitched piano intro that would not feel
out of place in a screening of Nosferatu, before
jumping into fast and eerie riffs accompanied by
ghoulish & reverbed out vocals.
If you ARE already familiar with Devil Master
then I don’t really need to convince you to listen
to this. I will say though that they’ve definitely
sharpened their axes since their demo, and have
conjured some more memorable tunes this time
around while maintaining the unholy mixture of
weirdness that made their initial effort stand out.
Just as it began,this tape also ends with a piano
outro which quickly descends into the echo-y and
backwards abyss from whence it came.

known for the heavier side of things I love
recording everything.
WHAT MAKES RESONATOR DIFFERENT FROM
OTHER STUDIOS?
Most people comment on how relaxed
and easy going the sessions are yet
while still being very productive, I don’t
go by my agenda for recording, I cater
to what the band wants to do and make
that happen for them. Some studios
have their way of doing things and that’s

DEVIL MASTER - INHABIT THE CORPSE
Label: Independent Cassette
Released: Hallow’s Eve, 2017

Catch Mike’s band QUITE CRIMES at
the Dominion Tavern Sat Nov 11 & let
him know if you need some pro audio
services.. he does great work.

WWW.DARKSIDEPRODUCTIONS.CA

FFO:
The Dark, Christian Death, Blazing Eye, G.I.S.M.

TARG

HALLOWEEN
SUPERSTARS

the board. And don’t forget to eat the ghosts
when they turn blue to accumulate more
points. You are issued a free man at 10,000
points.
I’ve only reached Level 2 at this game, but
the one change in Junior Pac-Man is instead
of fruit JPM chows down on items such as
tricycles and kites. But WATCH OUT! These
items, which can appear twice or three
times on the board, can make the dots
larger,meaning Junior will slow down if he
eats them. Also, the items can run into the
energizing pellets, destroying them. Try to
get to the items moving around the board to
avoid this disaster.
Finally, in conclusion, you’ll note there are NO
EXITS in the Junior Pac-Man game, with the
enormous size of the puzzle board and all.
Just let JPM do his thing.
It should be pointed out that Junior Pac-Man
was released primarily as a conversion kit to
occupy all the empty cabinets that were used
for Mappy, another video game that came
out in the early ‘80’s. As a result, Namco
terminated its agreement with Bally for the
latest installment to the Pac-Man family.
Like Pac-Man and Ms. Pac-Man, Junior is
an addiction and marvellous to play. For
starters, the screen and the puzzle board is
much wider, giving JPM much more space
and freedom to do his thing: gobble up dots
at a rapid pace while avoiding our ghostly
foes, Blinky, Pinky, Inky, and a slow orange
phantom named Tim. The power pellets are
still there, along with some good news! Now
there are six (yes, count them) along

That’s all for now gamers!
See you next month.

